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CIRPROTEC SOLUTION

Cirprotec, a pioneer in the design and manufacture of lightning and surge protection devices. 
has developed a new catalogue for Nimbus® lightning protection solutions. 

In this way, and true to its usual didactic line, Cirprotec expands its wide range of catalogues 
with professional solutions, with the goal of facilitating the choice of lightning rods and 
accessories suitable for proper protection, in compliance with the current legal framework. 

Ask for Cirprotec catalogues with no commitment, or if you need personalised advice, contact 
our technical sales department or our network of distributors.
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CPT manufacture

CPT Lab

Innovation and energy efficiency
Cirprotec is committed to innovation: A highly specialised 
team, test laboratories, high investment in R&D&i, international 
patents and presence on standards committees.

More efficient solutions to increase device lifetime and avoid 
excessive current consumption.

Comprehensive solution: protection, control and safety
CPT offers a wide range of specific products to provide a solution for any type of 
need in the field of lightning and surge protection. 
•  Internal protection (surge protectors)
•  External protection (ESE lightning rods and Faradisation)
•  Grounding system and insulation monitors
Design, technical consulting and training services

Quality assurance 
Cirprotec has a number of design, manufacturing and production centres and laboratories. Designed 
and manufactured entirely in Europe in accordance with local and international standards such as IEC, 
UNE, EN, NFC, VDE, UL, IEEE, always under the control of ISO 9001 &  quality assurance.

In addition, we can provide product test certificates (from official, independent laboratories) for various 
countries, in accordance with current local and international regulations.

Why Cirprotec?

Grounding 
system and 
insulation 

monitoring

ESE 
Lightning 

rods

Overvoltage & 
surge protector

Specialists in lightning and surge 
protection

Cirprotec (CPT) is a pioneer in the design and 
manufacture of lightning and surge protection devices. 
It has an extensive network of sales offices and is 
present in over 60 countries.

 ISO 14001
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The phenomenon of lightning  

Statistics

1  During the formation of a cumulonimbus, there is an 
increase of ionisation and a potential difference is generated 
between the thunder cloud and the ground, which gives rise 
to small discharges.

2  As the electric field gains in strength, the descending leader 
breaks up the dielectric field in the air.

3  Ultimately, this may break through the layers of dielectric 
field in the air and strike the surface via the upward 
propagating tracer from the surface.

The destructive effects of lightning

The effects of lightning pose a serious hazard to people, property, 
equipment and structures, and for this reason protection is essential.

Catastrophic consequences for people and animals
(Electrocution and severe burns that might result in death)

Substantial financial losses:
•  Damage to buildings. A direct lightning strike causes damage 

to structures (e.g. buildings, antennae, telecommunications, 
manufacturing and photovoltaic arrays).

•  Fires
•  Destruction of equipment / service interruption. An indirect lightning 

strike generates voltage surges which damage equipment connected 
to the electrical network, telephone network, Ethernet, etc.

At any one time there are about 5,000 thunderstorms around 
the world. Lightning density depends on the terrain and 
climate, which means it varies from one place to another and 
from one time of year to another. In Spain, for example, some 
two million lightning strikes fall to earth, killing a dozen people 
and hundreds of animals. 

The average intensity of a lightning strike is estimated at 
around 20 - 30 kA.

Isokeraunic maps present historical strike density data on 
the ground (Ng) and tabulate it from low to high risk of strike. 
In Spain, for example, the isokeraunic level is relatively high, 
at 2-6 strikes per year per km2.

Lightning strikes can cause serious damage to people, property 
and structures. This is why it is necessary to calculate whether a 
lightning protection system (LPS) is needed.

Lightning: The need for protection

Hazard level+ -

Isokeraunic map

Lightning strike density on the ground 
Ng (strikes/year · km2).

1 2 3
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Evaluate the need for lightning protection
The need for protection of a facility is established starting from the evaluation of the degree of safety 
required and associated risk factors. Whenever the expected strike frequency (Ne) is greater than the 
permissible risk (Na), protection must be installed.

Ne > Na → Protection is needed

(Na) The permissible risk is evaluated taking into account a series of parameters:
•  Impact on the immediate surroundings: The permissible risk is lower in the case of essential 

services which must not be interrupted, such as hospitals, fire stations, police stations, or where 
interruptions might cause severe environmental damage.

•  Building contents: The permissible risk is lower in the case of structures containing flammable or 
explosive substances, or where the damage might cause the irreplaceable loss of cultural heritage, 
for example in museums or archaeological sites.

•  Type of construction: The permissible risk varies depending on the structural or roof material.
•  Building occupancy: The permissible risk is lower in the case of buildings open to the public, or 

healthcare, retail sales or educational occupancies. The permissible risk is also lower if the structure 
is difficult to evacuate, or where there is a risk of panic, as for example in theatres, schools, shopping 
centres and sports venues.

(Ne) The expected lightning strike frequency is calculated bearing in mind the following parameters:
•  Density of ground strikes (Ng): The number and intensity of storms depend on the topography of 

each region. This data is shown on the isokeraunic map.
•  Location of the building in relation to the surroundings and their height: The risk of a strike is 

greater in the case of a structure which is isolated, surrounded by lower buildings or on a hill or 
promontory.

•  Equivalent capture area of the structure to be protected: The greater the surface area exposed to 
lightning, the greater the risk of a strike.

The calculation of the need for protection is quite complex and depends on the applicable 
regulatory framework. For this reason, Cirprotec makes the Nimbus® Project software 
available to designers. See page 11.

Lightning protection: Step by step 

 
In each country, the current regulatory framework defines the need for protection and sets out 
the steps to follow for designing a system which guarantees protection against lightning:

1

Standards
In the field of lightning protection, using either ESE lightning rods or classical Faradisation 
systems, the following principle standards are used:
NFC 17-102 and similar ESE standards: "Protection of structures and open areas against lightning 
by lightning rods with early emission device".  ESE product standard, which has been adapted in 
many countries under national designations in similar terms. For example: UNE 21186 in Spain. 
Coexists with IEC 62305.
IEC 62305: “Protection against lightning”. European and international standard.

Nimbus®

The destructive capacity of lightning makes it necessary to assess the need for protection, 
and possibly to install a system for effective protection.
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Lightning protection: Step by step

Surge  
Protection
Data and 
Communications

Surge
Protection
Electrical network

Down 
conductor 
system

Lightning rod

Grounding
System

Choose the capture device (technology)
Various types of lightning protection systems are available, which may be more or less appropriate 
depending on the construction features of the facility to be protected, the overall installation costs, etc. 

Lightning rod protection with with ESE Early Streamer Emission technology
Standards: NFC 17-102 and similar ESE standards
Suitable for any installation type and open areas, where it optimises the material and installation 
cost while ensuring proper safety. 

Protection by Faradisation   
Standards: IEC 62305.
Cirprotec has products available for building protection solutions in accordance with these standards. 
Consult us for more information.

3

Design the lightning protection system (equipment needed)  
The standards define an effective lightning protection system as a set of equipment and devices to capture 
(never to attract) lightning and conduct it safely to ground: 

Capture system Device for picking up lightning. 

Down conductors Equipment needed to conduct energy to ground in a controlled and safe fashion.

Grounding systems Equipment needed to dissipate lightning currents. A grounding system is essential 
for the proper operation of the protection system, including surge protection.

Surge protection Devices for protecting electrical and electronic equipment connected to the facility's 
electrical network or low current networks (telecom and signalling networks) against voltage surges.

2
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Protection systems compared 

Protected area

Unprotected area

Franklin rod 
Faradisation

ESE lightning rod

13

2

4

Nimbus® creates an upward propagating 
streamer faster than a Franklin passive rod.

In the case of passive rods, the upward 
tracer propagates only after a period of 
charge reorganisation. The time difference  
Δt is the ESE advantage, called "early 
emission" (µs).

The reduced initiation time allows for the 
streamer to connect with the downward 
leader at a strike point situated high above 
the tip of the ESE rod.

This increases the protected volume, 
facilitates the protection of large areas 
and simplifies and reduces material and 
installation costs.

ESE devices provide greater efficiency than passive systems; the costs advantage 
is estimated at 35%.

ESE Technology: Nimbus® Solution

Operating principles of ESE type lightning rods

Creation of an electric field
When atmospheric conditions lead to the 
formation of clouds with an electrical charge 
(Cumulonimbus), the atmospheric gradient 
increases rapidly, creating an electrical field of 
thousands of V/m between the cloud and the 
ground.

kV1 Energy storage
During the aforementioned process and 
depending on the electrical field, the Nimbus® 
ESE system captures and stores energy from the 
atmosphere.

2 kV

Control of streamer charge and emission
When the charge control detects that a lightning bolt is 
imminent (voltage near  to that of the breakdown value 
of the atmospheric gradient), the Nimbus@ lightning 
conductor emits an ascending streamer in the form of 
high-frequency pulses, using stored energy.

3 kV Energy discharge
The ascending streamer provides a  low-impedance 
ionised path for discharge to earth of the energy 
stored in the cloud, by means of the system’s 
down-conductor, neutralising the earth potential.

kV4

1 Load Control Device
High voltage energy storage
Streaming control device
High-voltage pulse amplifier

3

2

4

ESE Technology 
Greater protection volume

Strike point Early 
emission

Upward tracer 
(streamer)

Downward 
leader

Protected area
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Nimbus® Lightning rods
Benefits of installing Nimbus® ESE type lightning 
protection 
Simple, low cost installation and maintenance as per NFC 17-102 and similar 
ESE  standards

Nimbus® is sturdy, manufactured using top quality materials (double-layered 
3 mm AISI 316 stainless steel) and unmeltable components, to ensure 
maximum strength and guarantee. 

Performance, Quality, Warranty and Service Plus
Cirprotec offers a wide range of Nimbus® lightning rod models ( CPT-L , CPT1, 
CPT2 and CPT3) with various coverage radii (depending on the value (Δt in 
microseconds) of the early emission) based on the protection required.

Cirprotec has protected more than 25,000 facilities throughout the world.

Nimbus certification. Approved independent laboratories
To guarantee the correct operation of this type of lightning rod, tests are required to be 
performed by duly certified and approved, independent high voltage laboratories.

The Nimbus® lightning rod has been tested as per NFC 17-102 and UNE 21186 and certified 
by LCOE (ENAC accredited laboratory). The ENAC accreditation mark, recognised by EA 
(European Cooperation for Accreditation), ILAC (International Laboratory Accreditation 
Cooperation) and IAF (International Accreditation Forum) and recognised in practice around 
the world, guarantees the strictness, transparency and test methods.

In addition, Nimbus® lightning rods have been subjected to 150 kA (10/350) lightning current pulse tests 
(the average intensity of a lightning strike is 30 kA), with no loss of properties. 

Nimbus® complies with technical codes and standards NFC 17-102, UNE 21186, CTE SU8, UNE-EN 50164-
1/2 and IEC 61024-1.

Nimbus® Project (spreadsheet software) 
On-line calculation software to establish the need for an external 
lightning protection system in accordance with the applicable 
standards, dimensions and building location, among other 
parameters.

Free on-line software

Nimbus® Service (maintenance service) 
Free on-line maintenance as per UNE 21186 which offers an 
extension of the Nimbus product warranty, maintenance follow-
up, inspection report and project certificates. Available in Spanish.

Guarantee of operation using ESE technology. Do not accept ESE rods without a 
certificate from an independent and accredited laboratory. Demand ESE type lightning 
rods with a test certificate as per NFC 17-102 and UNE 21186 from laboratories accredited 
by the regulating authority in each country (ENAC-Spain, COFRAC-France, etc). 

Tested with lightning current pulses 
up to 150 kA (10/350) 

Nimbus
Free on-line maintenance as per UNE 21186 which offers an 
extension of the Nimbus product warranty, maintenance follow-
up, inspection report and project certificates. Available in Spanish.

NEW
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The selection and installation of an ESE type lightning rod is carried out using risk assessment 
guidelines. The NFC 17-102 and similar ESE standards describe the construction criteria to follow during 
installation of ESE lightning rod products. A number of countries use the risk assessment criterion from 
the IEC 62305 international standard. 

Effective and safe design is achieved by complying with the aforementioned standards:
1  Define the level of protection or degree of safety required for the system to be protected
2  Calculate the volume of the system to be protected
3  Select the appropriate lightning rod to cover the volume to protect

When the calculation establishes the need to install a lightning protection, the level of protection must 
be calculated, expressed as the required efficiency (E). This is calculated as the ratio of the acceptable 
risk (Na) and the expected risk (Ne).  

E= 1- Na/Ne

The standards define several levels of protection (see NFC 17-102 Annex B, Section B3 or UNE 21186  
Annex B, Section B3). 

Level of protection according to NFC 17-102 / UNE 21186 *

The volume protected by a lightning rod with this technology is 
calculated according to the sketch in the following figure.

Under the horizontal plane 5 m below the tip, the protected volume 
is a sphere whose centre is located on the vertical axis of the tip at a 
distance D and whose radius is:
R = D + ∆L
 
Where: 
R: the radius of the sphere in m which defines the protected area 
D: distance in m shown in Table 1 depending on the protection level 
∆L: distance in metres depending on the early streamer time ∆t of 
the lightning rod in µs (microseconds)

Use 
∆L = ∆t: for valued of ∆t less than or equal to 60 µs, and ∆L=60 m for 
higher values of ∆t.

Table 1

Level of protection Distance "D"
1 20 m
2 30 m
3 45 m
4 60 m

5�

����

�

Required efficiency (E) Level of protection

E ≥ 0.98 Level I:    Maximum safety

0.95 ≤ E ≤ 0.98 Level II:   High safety

0.80 ≤ E ≤ 0.95 Level III:   Medium safety

0 ≤ E ≤ 0.80 Level IV:   Standard safety

The installation of lightning rods must be carried out according to certain requirements. 
View installation guide pages 12-13

Protection levels (degree of safety)

Volume protected by an ESE type lightning rod

Design Guide. Protection level and parameters 

1

2

* UNE 21186 provides maximum protection levels I+ (E=99%) and I++ 
(E=99.9%) by the addition of complementary measures. 
 Consult Cirprotec.   

E=1-Na/Ne
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La selección e instalación de un pararrayos tipo PDC (ESE) se realiza mediante guías de evaluación 
de riesgos. En España, el CTE, sección SU8 y la norma UNE 21186, son los documentos que regulan, 
respectivamente, la obligatoriedad de instalar los pararrayos y los criterios constructivos a seguir 
durante la instalación. En otros países se utiliza el criterio de la evaluación de riesgos de la normativa 
internacional IEC 62305, adicionalmente existen normas nacionales como la NFC 17-102, NP 4426, etc. 

El diseño eficaz y seguro requiere seguir lo establecido por los diferentes marcos normativos:
1  Definir el Nivel de protección o grado de seguridad necesario para la instalación a proteger
2  Calcular el volumen de la instalación a proteger 
3  Seleccionar el pararrayos adecuado para cubrir el volumen a proteger

Cuando el cálculo determine la necesidad de instalar un sistema de protección contra el rayo, se 
procederá a determinar el nivel de protección de la misma, expresado como eficiencia requerida (E). 
Éste se calcula como relación entre el riesgo admisible (Na) y el riesgo esperado (Ne).  

E= 1- Na/Ne

La normas y códigos técnicos definen varios niveles de protección (ver CTE apartado 2.1, UNE 21186 anexo 
B, apartado B3 y NFC 17-102 anexo B, apartado B3). 

Nivel de protección según CTE Nivel de protección según UNE 21186* / NFC 17-102

El volumen protegido por un pararrayos con dispositivo de cebado, se 
calcula siguiendo el esquema de la figura siguiente.

Bajo el plano horizontal situado 5 m por debajo de la punta, el volumen 
protegido es el de una esfera cuyo centro se sitúa en la vertical de la 
punta a una distancia D y cuyo radio es:
R = D + ∆L
 
Siendo: 
R: el radio de la esfera en m que define la zona protegida 
D: distancia en m que figura en la tabla 1 en función del nivel de 
protección 
∆L: distancia en m (metros) en función del tiempo del avance en el 
cebado ∆t del pararrayos en µs (microsegundos)

Se adoptará 
∆L = ∆t: para valores de ∆t inferiores o iguales a 60 µs, y ∆L=60 m para 
valores de ∆t superiores.

Tabla 1

Nivel de protección Distancia "D"
1 20 m
2 30 m
3 45 m
4 60 m

5m

D+∆L

D

Esquema volumen protegido

Eficiencia requerida (E) Nivel de protección

E ≥ 0,98 Nivel 1    Seguridad máxima

0,95 ≤ E ≤ 0,98 Nivel 2    Seguridad alta

0,80 ≤ E ≤ 0,95 Nivel 3    Seguridad media

0 ≤ E ≤ 0,80 Nivel 4    Seguridad estándar

Eficiencia requerida (E) Nivel de protección

E ≥ 0,98 Nivel I    Seguridad máxima

0,95 ≤ E ≤ 0,98 Nivel II   Seguridad alta

0,80 ≤ E ≤ 0,95 Nivel III   Seguridad media

0 ≤ E ≤ 0,80 Nivel IV   Seguridad estándar

La instalación del pararrayos debe hacerse conforme a una serie de requisitos. 
Ver guía de instalación páginas 12-13

Niveles de protección (Grados de seguridad)

Volumen protegido mediante un pararrayos tipo PDC (ESE)

Guía de diseño. Nivel y parámetros de protección 

1

2

* La UNE 21186 establece niveles de protección máxima I+ (E=99%)  
y I++ (E=99,9%) añadiendo medidas complementarias. 
Consultar con Cirprotec.   

E=1-Na/N
e

o foll cpt exterior.indd   10 08/02/11   15:57

Outline of protected volume
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Design Guide. Protection level and parameters 
Selecting a Nimbus® lightning rod
Choosing a lightning rod from the Nimbus® range can be done by using the previously mentioned 
calculation and using the table below to select the right ESE according to required protection level, the 
height of the rod and the radius to be protected. Cirprotec puts the online program Nimbus® Project at 
your disposal for quick and simple calculations.

3

Nimbus® Project (calculation software)
Free online calculation program to determine the need for installing a lightning rod 
and the level of protection required in terms of applicable technical standards 
(NFC  17-102, UNE 21186), as well as the size and location of the building or structure, 
among other parameters.

The program provides you with:
•  free registration and use, hosted at www.cirprotec.

com  
•  management, classification and saving a log of your 

projects.
•  downloading a report which is valid for attaching to 

project documentation.
•  downloading a CAD file of the system layout. 

E=1-Na/Ne

Protection radius (in metres) depending on the model of lightning rod - NFC 17-102 and similar 
ESE standards

NP → Level I (D=20 m) Level II (D=30 m) Level III (D=45 m) Level IV (D=60 m)

↓ 
h(m) CPT-L CPT 1 CPT 2 CPT 3 CPT-L CPT 1 CPT 2 CPT 3 CPT-L CPT 1 CPT 2 CPT 3 CPT-L CPT 1 CPT 2 CPT 3

2 14 17 24 32 15 18 25 35 18 23 30 40 21 26 33 44

3 19 25 35 48 22 29 40 52 27 34 45 59 30 39 50 65

4 25 34 46 64 29 40 55 69 35 46 60 78 40 52 67 87

5 31 42 58 79 36 51 70 86 43 57 75 97 50 65 84 107

6 31 43 58 79 37 52 70 87 44 58 76 97 51 66 84 107

8 32 43 59 79 38 53 71 87 46 59 77 98 53 67 85 108

10 32 44 59 79 39 53 71 88 47 61 77 99 55 69 87 109
 

h: height (in metres) between the tip of the lightning rod and the highest surface to be protected.

E=1-Na/Ne
E=1-Na/Ne
E=1-Na/Ne

PERFORM 
CALCULATIONS 
EASILY AND AT 

NO COST USING 
NIMBUS PROJECT ®Available at  
cirprotec.com
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Installation Guide: ESE type lightning rod

The installation of an ESE type external lightning protection system must be carried out in compliance 
with NFC 17-102, or similar ESE standards such as UNE 21186 in Spain.

ESE lightning rod
The lightning rod must be located in such a way that the  tip is 2 m above the highest structure to be 
protected in the building volume. This will guarantee the protection radius of the lightning rod. The 
lightning rod must be fixed to the adaptor piece, which must ensure electrical continuity between the rod 
and the down conductor. It must be located on a mast, post or other nearby structure which enables the 
lightning rod to cover the area to be protected.

Down conductors on an ESE lightning rod
•  Each lightning rod must be connected to ground via at least one down conductor (NFC 17-102 and 

similar ESE standards recommend the installation of at least two down conductors, in which case, they 
should preferably be fitted on different faces of the building). 

•  The down conductor shall be installed such that the path is as direct as possible. It must follow the 
shortest path, avoiding sudden changes of direction or rises.

•  The down conductor path must be chosen so as to avoid them passing close to or crossing any electrical 
conductors.

•  It must maintain a safety clearance* between the conductor and any exterior gas pipes. (*the clearance 
depends on which standard is being used)

•  The fixing brackets for the down conductor must be fitted on the basis of 3 per metre. The radius of 
curvature must be no less than 20 cm and the ratio d> L/20 must be respected in the cases listed below:

•  In all cases, a rise of up to 40 cm is allowed to get past an elevation with a slope less than or equal to 
45 degrees. See the following figure:

•  Where it is impossible to install an external down conductor, it may go down the inside of the building 
inside an insulating, non-combustible tube with a cross-sectional area of not less than 2000 mm2. This 
solution, however, makes inspection and maintenance more difficult and reduces the efficiency of the 
lightning protection system.

E=1-Na/Ne

d l d

l l

d d

l

≤ 40 cm ≤ 45°

at least 
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•  Down conductors may be strips, braids, stranded wire or round, minimum 50 mm2.

•  Down conductors must be protected against mechanical shock protection by a pipe up to a height of no 
less than 2 m from the ground.

•  A lightning discharge counter must be installed to enable 
verification and maintenance operations following a strike. 
See CDR-2000 on page 15.

Grounding
•  A separate and independent grounding connection must be installed 

for each down conductor.

•  Each down conductor shall be provided with a component, with the 
inscription "lightning rod", to allow the ground connection to be 
disconnected for the purpose of taking measurements.

•  The resistance of the ground connection, measured by conventional 
means, must be less than 10 Ω when insulated from all other 
conductive elements.

•  The obligation to make and maintain grounding of electrical 
installations and other security systems (antennae, lightning rods, 
etc.) makes it essential to use additives to enhance the conductivity 
in soil with high resistance. Cirprotec uses LOWPAT, a liquid additive 
that improves conductivity, as well as lengthening the service life of 
the grounding connection. See the Lowpat section under Grounding 
on page 16.

 

To check the condition of a grounding connection, an earth 
resistance tester is used to measure the residual ground voltage, 
resistance and resistivity (Wenner method).See G-Test in the 
Maintenance section on page 16.

A continuous grounding monitor fitted on a DIN rail, may also be 
used to warn if the installation is defective or deteriorated. See 
G-Check in the Maintenance section on page 16.

Equipotentiality of metallic masses
•  Ground connections should be joined to each other and to the building's low voltage system, preferably 

by a spark gap.

Installation Guide: ESE type lightning rod

Lowpat

CDR-2000

G-Test

G-Check

Grounding inspection pit

E=1-Na/Ne
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Product codes

Adaptor
from a Nimbus® rod to the mast

77902610

Product description Code
Nimbus mast adaptor. 36.5 mm diameter 77902610

Antenna mast protector (spark gap)
 for the lightning rod installation

Product description Code
Plastic encapsulated spark gap. 77920500
Universal terminal Multiclamp T, +, parallel 8 mm dia. copper 776001272
Clamp for galvanised steel pipe. 42.4 mm diameter 776001244
1-KS connector with bracket 776001360
Spark gap kit comprising: 77920500 + 776001272 + 776001244 + 776001360 77920510

7792051077920500

Mast anchorage
for the lightning rod installation

Product description Code
Mast base support on flat roof or ground. 77904100
Set of 30 cm anchorages for recessed mounting or welding 
(2 off). For DN40 pipe " (3 m and 6 m mast) 77904200

Mounting set, plate, bolts 15 cm (2 off). For DN40 pipe (3 m and 6 m mast) 77904300
Mounting set, plate, bolts 30 cm (2 off). For DN40 pipe (3 m and 6 m mast) 77904400
Vertical rail mounting set 77904600
Horizontal rail mounting set 77904500
Mounting set, plate, bolts 60 cm (2 off). 77904700
Mounting set, plate, bolts 15 cm (2 off) (9 m mast) 77904310

77904200 77904600

77904400

77904100

77904300

Mast
 for the lightning rod installation

77903110

Product description Code
3 m galvanised iron mast (1 x 3 m length) 77903010
6 m galvanised iron mast (2 x 3 m lengths) 77903110
9 m galvanised iron mast (3 x 3 m lengths) 77903210

Down conductor
 for the lightning rod installation

77908100

Product description Code
50 mm2 braided bare electrolyte copper cable 77908100
70 mm2 braided bare electrolyte copper cable 77908200

Lightning rod
Nimbus® ESE lightning rod
Electronic ESE rod made of AISI 316 stainless steel to NFC 17-102 and similar ESE product standards

Product description Early streamer 
emission time Code

Nimbus CPT-L 14 µs 77901010
Nimbus CPT-1 27 µs 77901100
Nimbus CPT-2 44 µs 77901200
Nimbus CPT-3 60 µs 77901300

Nimbus® CPT

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Product Codes
Cable bracket
 for the lightning rod installation

Product description Code
M8 bronze bracket with screw rings, for 50 and 70 mm2 cable 77909100
M-8 bronze female bracket for round conductor 8-10 mm2, mounting M6 DIN 84 V2 A 776110072
Pr-eco 2 concrete support for 8 mm dia. conductors, with double fixing for roof 776111630

77909100

776110072

7

Connecting sleeves
 for the lightning rod installation

Product description Code
Connection sleeve for cable up to 70 mm2 77912000
Universal terminal Multiclamp T, +, parallel 8 mm dia. galv. steel 776001270
Universal terminal Multiclamp T, +, parallel 8 mm dia. copper 776001272
Universal terminal Multiclamp T, +, parallel 8 mm dia. st. steel 776001273

77912000

 776001270

9

Discharge counter
 for the lightning rod installation

Protection pipe
 for the lightning rod installation

77920200

Product description Code
3 m down conductor protection pipe. 32 mm diameter 77920200

10

8

Product description Code
CDR-2000. Lightning discharge counter 77920102

77920102

1    NIMBUS ESE lightning rod

2    Adaptor

3    Mast

4    Antenna mast protector

5    Mast anchorage

6    Down conductor

7     Cable bracket (3 x 1 m)

8    Discharge counter

9    Connection sleeves

10   Protection tube

11   Ground connection and equipotentiality
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Grounding connection and equipotentiality
 for the lightning rod installation

Product description Code
Polypropylene inspection pit 300 x 300 mm complete with 
equipotential terminal strip and 3 clamp terminals 77930110

Polypropilene inspection pit 300x300 mm. 77930100
Equipotential terminal strip for pit 77931100
Clamp terminal for braided cable 77931000 7793100077930110

Product description Code
Copper earth connection plate 500 x 500 x 2 mm. 77936100

77936100  

Product description Code
Brass U-clamp for connecting earth rod 77934200
Stainless steel U-clamp for connecting earth rod 77934300
Brass U-clamp. 14 - 18 mm (2 conductors) 77934400
Stainless steel U-clamp. 14 - 18 mm (2 conductors) 77934500 77934300

Product description Code
Copper earth rod 300 microns (2 m long, 14 mm dia.) 77932100
Stainless steel earth rod (2 m long, 14 mm dia.) 77932000
Rigid graphite electrodes 77940000

77932100  

77940000  

It is essential to maintain all lightning protection systems. Certain components may lose their effectiveness 
over time due to corrosion, atmospheric effects, mechanical damage and lightning strikes. To satisfy the 
requirements of the standards, the mechanical and electrical characteristics of a lightning protection 
system must be maintained over its entire life.

Periodic maintenance of the lightning rod in-
stallation must be performed to verify and en-
sure correct operation:
  •  Control and maintenance of good soil LOW-

PAT additive and G-CHECK monitor
  • Lightning discharge counter CDR-2000

After a lightning discharge, the following in-
spections must be carried out:
  •  Visual inspection of the rod and the down con-

ductor (optional LR TESTER)
  • Conductivity of down conductor 
  •  Verification of ground connection (soil measure-

ment) G-TEST

Maintenance. Lightning protection system

Product codes

77706500

77900015 77900017

11

Product description Code
LOWPAT liquid (25 kg) Long-lasting liquid activating compound for earth connections 77938501
5 kg bag of mineral salts 77938300

7793850177938300

Preventive Maintenance Corrective Maintenance

Product description Code
LR TESTER. Nimbus lightning rod tester 77900015
G-TEST digital ground resistance tester 77900017

Product description Code
G-CHECK 120 V ground system monitor with remote alarm 77706550
G-CHECK 230 V ground system monitor with remote alarm 77706500
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Example of protection. Residential building

Surge protection
Installing an external lightning rod protection 
system protects structures and people, shunting the 
energy from the lightning in a controlled and safe 
fashion, but it does not prevent the occurrence of 
transient overvoltages in installations. For this 
reason an internal protection system is needed to 
protect the facility from the electrical and magnetic 
effects of the lightning current. 

Transient overvoltages are surges that can reach 
tens of kilovolts with a duration of the order of 
microseconds. Despite their short duration, the 
high energy content can cause serious problems 
to equipment connected to the line, from premature 
aging to destruction, causing disruptions to service 
and financial loss. 

This type of overvoltage can have various different 
causes, including atmospheric lightning directly 
striking the external protection (lightning rods) 
on a building or transmission line or the associated 
induction of electromagnetic fields in metallic 
conductors. Outdoor and very long lines are the 
most susceptible to these fields, often receiving 
large induction currents.

In all such networks, surge protection is achieved by 
installing the protector or arrester on the line likely 
to receive the overvoltage, connecting it in parallel 
between the line and earth. This means that in the 
event of a transient overvoltage, the protector will 
discharge excess energy to earth, thus limiting the 
peak voltage to a value acceptable for the electrical 
equipment connected.

Class II overvoltage 
protection in an electrical 
network

77707756 
PSM2-40/230 TT

Protection panel for 
residential interior

Class 2 overvoltage 
protection in an electrical 
network (lifts, lighting, car 
park, etc)

77707806 
PSM4-40/400 TT

Common 
services panel

Class I surge protection in an 
electrical network

77739600
(3 x PCL 135L)
+
77739700
(1 x PCL 1100N)

Centralised 
counters

1st STEP

Lightning protection system

77920102
(CDR-2000)
Lightning discharge 
counter

Down conductor

Lightning protection 
system

77920510
(SPARK GAP KIT)

Between mast 
and antenna

Lightning rod

77901100
(NIMBUS CPT-1)
Other models available 
depending on the 
protection radius

On the mast
2nd STEP

2nd STEP
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Surge protection. IEC 61643

IEC 61643 – In areas with greater exposure to the  
atmosphere installations are usually provided with 
external lightning protection systems. A Class I to ensure that the downstream voltage level is 
or Class I+II lightning current arrester must be compatible with the equipment on the network to 
installed in the incoming supply panel to shunt 
very high lightning currents (10/350 waveform) to 
ground.

At a second level of protection, an installation with 
a Class I protector also requires a Class II protector 

be protected from overvoltages. 

Selection Guide
Voltage Surges (according to IEC-61643-1)

Plug-in format
PSM

CS Monobloc 
format

PSC

CS1-100
CSC1

PCL

Plug-in format

Monobloc 
format

Class  
I

Class 
II

Class 
I+II

New 

New 

WIDE RANGE OF 
SOLUTIONS IN 

THE INTERNAL 
PROTECTION 
CATALOGUEwww.cirprotec.com
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Surge protection. UL 1449

IEEE C62.41-2002: Categor y C locations, as 
per IEEE, are subject to external transients of 
atmospheric origin, or due to switching in the 
power grid and nearby industries, and to faults in of Category C locations where 200 kA to 240 kA (per 
the distribution system. In such locations, sturdy 
protectors with high discharge capacity should be 
fitted. 

In accordance with ANSI/IEEE C62.41-2002, the 
table suggests models from the CPS range as 
being suitable for the level of exposure depending 
on the location category.

Incoming supply panels in regions with lightning 
strikes and distribution boards supplying roof loads 
in regions with lightning strikes, are typical cases 

phase) protectors are recommended. 

Category B and A locations protectors are used on a scale 
below Category C, e.g. in distribution boards and 
secondary panels.  

Selection Guide
Voltage surges (to UL 1449 3rd Ed.)

In accordance with ANSI/IEEE C62.41-2002, the table suggests the CPS series models, which are suitable for different levels of exposure.

CPS Block Nema Plus

CPS Block Plus

CPS Block Plus

CPS Block Nema

CPS Block

CPS Block

CPS Nano

CPS Nano

Advanced

Advanced

Advanced

Standard

Standard

Standard

Basic

Basic

Category C
Location

240 kA 
200 kA

160 kA 
100 kA

80 kA 
40 kA

Category B
Location

Category A 
Location

With 
IAC*

With 
IAC*

With 
IAC*

* IAC= Intelligent Aging Control 

WIDE RANGE OF 
SOLUTIONS IN 

THE INTERNAL 
PROTECTION 
CATALOGUEwww.cirprotec.com
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CIRPROTEC, S.L.
Lepanto 49 - 08223 Terrassa (BARCELONA) - SPAIN
Tel. +34 93 733 16 84 - Fax +34 93 733 21 64
comercial@cirprotec.com - export@cirprotec.com

Technical sales assistance (Spain)
Tel. 902 932 702 - Fax 902 932 703

Cirprotec Distributor / Representative:

www.cirprotec.com

Specialists in comprehensive lightning and surge protection. Specific solutions for all types of application. 
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